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** A market-based method reflects emissions from electricity that companies have purposefully chosen.

* A location-based method reflects the average emissions intensity of grids on which energy consumption occurs (using mostly grid-average emission factor data).
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The Thomson Reuters Code of Business Conduct and Ethics sets out the standards we expect our employees to follow. It requires Thomson Reuters employees to conduct themselves and our business at the highest ethical standards, with integrity and within guidelines that prohibit actual or potential conflicts of interest or the perception of impropriety. The full text of the code is provided on our intranet and at https://ir.thomsonreuters.com/static-files/252a3b1f-7e24-244b-a790-3804d4f658e2

Thomson Reuters Trust Principles guide all actions of Thomson Reuters employees. The Trust Principles are disclosed on the TR website and at https://www.thomsonreuters.com/en/about-us/trust-principles.html. These Trust Principles include a requirement that the integrity, independence, and freedom from bias of Thomson Reuters shall at all times be fully preserved, as well as other principles.
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